Introduction {#sec1-1}
============

Epidemiological studies have indicated autoimmune diseases (ADs) to be the 10th most common cause of mortality in developing countries. The incidences of AD, including minor AD, such as thyroiditis, iridocyclitis, etc., are estimated to be around 10%.\[[@ref1][@ref2]\] The treatment strategies and outcome in the majority of ADs have significantly improved in the past two decades. The disease like systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), which has aggressive course, had a mortality of more than 50% by the end of 5 years two decades ago. At present SLE survival has significantly improved with reported 90% survival beyond 5 years.\[[@ref3]\] But, morbidity and mortality in substantial percentage of these treated AD remain unchanged, which suggest that there is a gap in the treatment protocols used currently in the management of ADs.\[[@ref4]\] The current therapeutic strategies in AD, though aim at long-lasting remission, are achieved in only few ADs. Even these ADs which go for remission by their natural history have a tendency to go for spontaneous remission. Thus, in majority of ADs the targets achieved are reduction in symptoms and improving the quality of life. The current strategies are successful in preventing specific organ damage where possible or at least delaying the organ damage. The current understanding of immunobiology of AD has brought forward a large amount of information on disease mechanism and has led to the development of newer drugs and biologicals. In spite of all these advances cure or long-lasting remission still remains elusive in majority of systemic Ads, i.e., rheumatoid arthritis (RA), SLE, vasculitis, etc. In this article we have attempted to review the different models of pharmacological therapy, which are often considered as role models and the relevance of these approaches in the management of ADs as well as in designing the protocols of therapy for ADs. We have attempted to suggest few changes based on current understanding of the management of AD.

The Concept of Autoimmunity {#sec1-2}
===========================

The concept of AD started as a rare possibility, but now AD, has been established to be one of the leading noncommunicable diseases across the globe. Understanding of autoimmunity has progressed significantly. The mechanisms of autoimmunity are now well understood from gross structural level to micromolecular levels. Initially, the theories of causation were more focused on the development of bad clones and have now extended to the bad clone selection, and breakdown in tolerance at different sites.\[[@ref5]\] The current understanding of immunology in AD has significantly changed. However, the etiology and the causative mechanisms of AD are not completely understood.\[[@ref6]--[@ref8]\] The basic pathological processes mediating AD are now largely delineated. Even the pooled clinical observations on ADs have supplemented them. Few of these observations are worth noting and they are presented in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. The most interesting inference which emerges from these observations is that autoimmunity and immune response (IR) involved in AD are not unidirectional and one-step response. The autoimmune process is a dynamic process, progressing from one end of lower affinity to higher affinity response and changes over a period of time.\[[@ref9]--[@ref11]\] The changes occurring in AD can promote the disease process either toward resolution or toward worsening. The studies previously performed exploring a single possible error, in a single cell line, a predefined antibody, a specific protein molecule like cytokine, and chemokine are inconclusive. *In vitro* experiments as well as animal models have demonstrated that some of the cells described and a few of these cytokines or ligands are critical in the development of AD.\[[@ref12]\] But the studies conducted in human beings demonstrate that the observations of the animal experiments concurs with only 60--70% of studied population.\[[@ref13]\] Even the targeted therapy on a single component of the immune system such as B cell targeting, anti-TNF strategies, anti-T cell strategies have provided better response in selected fraction of patients of autoimmune rheumatic disease explaining the possible role of multiple factors both at cellular level as well at the level of mediators \[[Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}\].\[[@ref14]\] The clonal hypothesis, though appeared logical, has not been supported by many studies. All studies have failed to identify to date a single specific clonality of B cell or T cell in any of the autoimmune-mediated rheumatic disease.\[[@ref15]\] Though studies had identified the increase in secretion of some specific cytokine mediators, these changes are not uniform in all the patients with the same AD.\[[@ref13][@ref16]\] In addition, the dynamics of cytokine production changes over a period of time, sometime day-to-day depending upon the environmental stimuli, hormones, nutritional status, infection load, exercise, physical activity, etc.\[[@ref17][@ref18]\] This dynamism has been appreciated by the studies from basic science. But, their clinical applications need further exploration,\[[@ref19]\] which is the basic focus of this review.
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Observations unique to autoimmune disease (AD)
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Factors involved in the development and maintenance of autoimmune disease
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Current Approach in AD {#sec1-3}
======================

The current approach in AD can be broadly categorized into two categories: (1) symptomatic or replacement therapy (a conservative approach) and (2) the immunosuppressive or immune-modulation therapy (aggressive therapy). Autoimmune thyroid disease is the best example, which is predominantly managed either by reducing the thyroxin production at the time of hyperfunctioning or by replacing the hormone once the gland is damaged,\[[@ref20]\] whereas in systemic diseases like SLE which targets vital organs such as kidney, etc. the primary treatment is to use immunosuppressive to prevent further organ damage. The response to immunosuppression in AD is seen in 60--70% initially, and subsequently the disease may progress or may stop responding to the drug used. Some of the ADs may go for clinical remission (no demonstrable clinical activity) to relapse after sometime.\[[@ref21]\] In a small percentage of patients, the AD does go for long-lasting remission. Significant changes have occurred in the approach to AD with immunosuppressive therapy in last few decades. In the initial years, the immunosuppressive drugs used were nonspecific and were interfering in larger pathways and cells. Currently more target-specific drugs are available which have reduced the toxicity of immunosuppressant drugs on other collateral systems and produces a more profound immunosuppression effect.\[[@ref22]\] Even these targeted immunosuppressive therapies have not increased the remission rate significantly including the diseases like RA.\[[@ref23]\] In earlier years, the fear of serious infections as a result of immunosuppression were holding back the prescription of immunosuppression to less severe AD and were introduced in later part of AD. Improved intensive care and the management of infectious diseases have encouraged using higher immunosuppression and the combinations of these drugs. Combined with the observation of improved outcome in AD with early introduction of immunosuppression has encouraged their early use.\[[@ref24]\] These changes have significantly improved the overall outcome of ADs and have paved the way to rethink on the need to achieve long-lasting remission. The fact that a significant proportion of patients with AD go for spontaneous remission and the same can be induced with immune modulators suggests remission to be a possible target. To achieve this target what is the best model of treatment in current practice which can serve as an ideal model or should AD be the approached model of its own?

Treatment Models in Current Medical Practice {#sec1-4}
============================================

 {#sec2-1}

### Infectious Disease {#sec3-1}

The goal in the management of an infectious disease is to eliminate the infective organism from the host and to achieve a pathogen-free state. Thus, the recommendations in the management of infectious diseases are simple, such as identifying that the condition is caused by infection, isolating the appropriate microorganism, and administering the antimicrobial depending upon the sensitivity, with adequate symptom control and other supportive measures.\[[@ref25]--[@ref27]\] Recommendations broadly suggest to initiate an antibiotic after the isolation and establishing the infective microorganism. But, with reference to bacteria and fungi, as broad-spectrum antimicrobials are available in majority of the clinical setting, often antibiotics are started empirically; waiting to be replaced with specific antimicrobials.\[[@ref28]\] In viral disease, since available antivirals are specific to virus and have narrow spectrum of activity, they are chosen after the confirmation of the presence of virus. In addition, in some of the viral infections, current guidelines suggest to introduce antivirals only in specific clinical and virological setting, for example, in chronic persisting viral infections like HIV and hepatitis virus. The recommendation depends upon both the host and viral factors, such as amount of pathology developed in the host and viral load.\[[@ref29]--[@ref31]\] In a nutshell, the treatment in an infectious disease focuses on the microbe responsible for the disease and its susceptibility to the drug. Though some of the host factors are considered in planning the therapy, the ultimate target is to eliminate the microbe close to zero wherever possible.

### Oncology Disease {#sec3-2}

The goal in the management of a tumor or malignancy is to reduce the tumor burden and preferably completely.\[[@ref32]\] Thus the steps in management of oncology include identification of the tumor and approximating its biological and pathological characterization, estimation of tumor burden, and associated host factors, if any. The treatment strategies are chosen from the available modalities to eliminate the malignant cells, keeping a close watch on toxicity to benefit ratio. This depends on type of malignancy, stage of disease, and functional status of the patients.\[[@ref33]\]

### Metabolic Diseases {#sec3-3}

The Metabolic Diseases (MDs) are the complex group of diseases, which may occur as a consequence of a single-step defect or a series of alteration in the metabolic process. The defect in few of the inherited or acquired metabolic disease could be deficiency of a single molecule, enzyme or hormone, like thyroxin in hypothyroidism.\[[@ref34]\] In the circumstances of deficit prompt replacement of the deficient hormone or possible substrate would improve the patient. In some circumstances though the defect appears to be centering on a single defect (either excess or deficiency), the metabolic process may have wider repercussion. Simple substituting or altering that single defect in these circumstances may not offer a satisfactory result. The replacement of the deficient factor (hormone) and circumventing the interfered metabolic pathway or reducing or regulating the excess, offer a solution in MDs to a great extent. In a nutshell, the principle and the goal of the therapy in MDs is restoration of altered metabolic defect close to normal.\[[@ref35]\]

The above described are the three fundamental groups of naturally occurring disease processes other than immune mediated disease (IMD). These three models are often considered as role models in the management of disease and have found tremendous success over a period of time.

Transplant Rejection Protocol {#sec1-5}
=============================

The management of transplant rejection by using immunosuppression is another modality which is used as a role model in the management of AD. But these are iatrogenic disease models and are approached with different perspectives. Reduction in immune activation and thereby rejection is the basic principle in transplant rejection management. Various combinations of immunosuppression for different length of time are used. Transplanting from adequately compatible donors and aggressive immunosuppression has changed the scenario of the transplant.

What are the Lessons Learnt from the Current Approach and What are the Changes Needed? {#sec1-6}
======================================================================================

There are adequate reviews suggesting that current treatment strategies with reference to AD are not satisfactory.\[[@ref21][@ref36]\] The major focus of management is antiinflammatory and immunosuppressive therapy to reduce the immune activation and thereby to reduce the inflammatory damage. Various cytokines and cells which participate in the ongoing inflammatory process are targeted. Single or combination immunosuppressive are used based on the evidence gathered from several controlled clinical trials.\[[@ref37][@ref38]\] Thus at present the basic principle in the current approach to AD is immunosuppression.

Immunosuppression and AD {#sec1-7}
========================

The current approach of immunosuppression resembles the concept of transplant rejection, but the immunosuppression used is much lesser in AD than what is normally prescribed in transplant rejection management. The immune homeostasis principle suggests that AD can be caused by lymphopenia and resurgence of the autoreactive clones.\[[@ref38]--[@ref40]\] The possible role of the homeostatic failure in the development of autoreactive clone has been demonstrated in studies on primary immunodeficiency (PID) and in animal models. There are increased incidences of developing a second AD in patients with preexisting AD. Both PID and acquired deficiency state (HIV), immunosuppression by infection or by drugs have increased incidence of AD.\[[@ref41][@ref42]\] The continued use of antitumor necrosis factor (anti-TNF) therapy, anti-T cell strategies have led to the production of different autoantibodies, but only few patients present with clinical manifestations.\[[@ref43]\] Thus immunosuppression has been demonstrated to cause AD in different circumstances.

In contrast the evidence-based clinical studies have demonstrated that immunosuppressive therapy in AD substantially reduces the inflammatory damage and disease manifestation. But the response is not consistent and remission is achieved in few. Recent experiments with NOD mice have demonstrated the potential of immunosuppression in inducing AD.\[[@ref40]\] Even the total immune-ablative therapy with reconstitution of the immune system by autotransplant of hematopoietic stem cell is accompanied by significant relapse, though remission may be present for a longer period.\[[@ref44]\] It has often been stated that to cure an AD one must replace the "sick," autoaggressive immune system with a genetically "healthy" one. The concept of clonal elimination is probably true for malignant clonal disease, is over simplistic for AD.\[[@ref44]\] Autoimmune reactions being networks of autoreactivity (cells, cytokines, and growth factors) \[[Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}\], there are concrete clinical examples suggesting that the issue is not so simple and the concept of "resetting" the immune system should be the goal rather than ablating, which is practiced in the past few years.

Multiple Players, Simplified Targets {#sec1-8}
====================================

More than one group of cells may be actively involved in AD and targeting them together can be useful, such as, macrophage and T cells.\[[@ref45]\] The multiple players both cellular elements, cytokine, and other factors actively influencing AD are depicted in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. Immunological reaction is a self-regulated and self-perpetuating, time bound, and sequential process. Both proactive and counter regulatory processes get activated during the disease process. The development of autoimmune disease is not a one-step error. The process of both rectifier (counter regulatory mechanism) as well as promoter of the disease may be acting simultaneously. The hypothetical model is depicted in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. The immunosuppressive drugs may often inhibit or disturb the cells which could be inhibitory to AD, such as reduction in T regulatory cells, which could have otherwise antagonized the proinflammatory status.\[[@ref46]\] The lower response rate to single-targeted immunosuppressive approach may be explained by failure to interfere in multilevel pathways, which are contributing to the disease process. Thus, a multipronged approach probably in a time-sequenced manner may be a more appropriate approach to AD.

![Autoimmune disease is not a one-step process. It moves through stage of preclinical evolution to fully established disease. The cells, cytokines, and other pathological process differ through these stages. Reversibility is best seen in first two steps](IJPharm-44-665-g003){#F1}

Syndromic Approach {#sec1-9}
==================

Another major drawback in the current approach of AD is the arbitrary classification; often the diagnosis and the pathological processes are not appropriately connected. ADs are classified as the connective tissue disease, vasculitis, etc. predominantly based on clinical features and few antibody markers.\[[@ref12]\] The drug therapy used despite different definition of autoimmune syndromes in the end drugs used are combinations of different immunosuppressive drugs or modulators. We find few of the drugs being effective in majority of ADs, such as steroids, and some of the immunosuppressive, while only few of them are disease specific. For example, anti-TNF drugs work in diseases like RA, ankylosing spondylitis and related arthritis, psoriatic arthritis, and inflammatory bowel disease. In the same group of anti-TNF strategies, anti-TNF receptor do not help in Crohn\'s disease while Infliximab works well.\[[@ref47]\] Some of the drugs like methotrexate, azathioprine, and mycophenolate have been found to be useful in much wider AD. The responses do vary between syndromes, but this variation occurs even within the same syndrome. For instance in RA only 70% of patients showed significant response to methotrexate. Thus, the disease classification based on immune pathogenesis may help more to device the treatment protocols in contrast to the syndromic approach

Current Clinical Trials Status {#sec1-10}
==============================

One needs to have a relook at the areas focused in the current research work in AD. To recapitulate the quote that "events of the past 2 years have, in sometimes disconcerting ways, demonstrated that 'evidence-based' medicine has been looking in wrong places to meet many of the most important needs of the patients it serve."\[[@ref48]\] The current studies in AD are looking at reducing the symptoms, signs, and the impact of the disease on different organs. For instance in SLE with Lupus Nephritis (LN) the target is to salvage kidney and thereby improving the quality of life.\[[@ref49]\] Similarly, in RA the end points evaluated are the disease activity and the reduced erosions of the joints and deformities. Current evidence and studies favor to manage the AD as a chronic disease, rather than looking at a disease which can have remission.

In addition there is a significant variability among patients suffering from AD. The genetic factors, the stage of the disease, the immunological response, and the other metabolic factors are responsible for variation in response. The current approach and recommendations in most of the ADs thus appear to be based on a reductionist approach ignoring this variability. Recently, many reviews have focused on this issue.\[[@ref50]--[@ref52]\] There are proposals to personalize the medical therapy to an individual patient utilizing the biomarkers.\[[@ref50][@ref51]\] The failure to achieve long-lasting remission or sustained low-disease activity in majority of the patients followed for longer period of time clearly suggests that continued usage of the same immunosuppressive regimen have certain limitations. Studies have shown that failure rates with conventional disease modifying antirheumatic drug (DMARD) therapy in RA can reach 75% over a follow-up period of 5 years.\[[@ref21][@ref53][@ref54]\] The reasons for failure of immunosuppressive are often attributed to the metabolic or pharmacokinetic property of the drugs. But most often ignored is the dynamic variation occurring in the IR, for example, reduced B cell wherein anti-B cell drug may not work any longer, or development of different clones. Theoretically, it looks simpler to propose that silencing the targeted IR by promoting tolerance and increasing T regulatory cells should give a safe and a long-lasting response in AD. The sequencing of immune modulators with specific and guided biomarker of immune activation may provide a step closer to remission. This approach of sequencing immune modulator needs further clinical trial.

Dosing Protocols {#sec1-11}
================

Selection of dose of immunosuppressive and immune modulators needs a relook. There is no clarity on dosing protocols currently in AD. With an exception of few drugs, the dose of an immunosuppressive is considered empirically. For example, methotrexate dose has a range from 7.5 mg to 25 mg per week while treating RA. Typically a low-to-moderate dose of methotrexate is initiated and if no response and without toxicity dose is escalated to best tolerable dose. In some of the immunosuppressive drugs like azathioprine and cyclophosphamide, dosing is often guided by weight of the patient and the best-tolerated dose. Nearly, 90 years ago there was a suggestion that for the great majority of the drugs, the starting dose as so much per kilogram should be abandoned.\[[@ref55]\] The relationship of dosage of a drug to the size of an animal treated, especially in regard to the failures to cure in trypanosomiasis, and other protozoan diseases in man and in other large animals, is the simple example of failure of such dosing protocols. The critical issue in AD, which is an IMD, is the quantity and quality of IR rather than the body weight of the individual. IR does not depend on body mass or surface area. The factors determining the quantity and quality of immunological activity responsible for the pathological process largely remain unclear. However, the intensity of the immunosuppression regimen and usage of different immunosuppressive drug is guided in some of the diseases such as SLE by the extent of organ involved and the severity of disease.\[[@ref50]\] In RA treatment recommended preference DMARD to be used is based on the algorithm synthesized based on therapeutic toxicity ratio: such as to start with methotrexate and later with other drugs. However recent recommendation has suggested to stratify the disease as mild, moderate, and severe based on clinical and serological markers; and to use either combination or single DMARD.\[[@ref56]\] The aggressive therapies in the majority of ADs are the combinations of the drugs used as monotherapy or newer biological with higher immunosuppressive effect. Dosage of immunosuppressive drug in aggressive disease is based on the patient\'s body weight or body surface area and not on immunological parameters. Thus, currently the dosing principle in AD is more on the aggressive nature of the disease, organ involved and the body weight of the patient. With an exception of few drugs, the dosage is often titrated against the control of disease activity and the best-tolerated dose by the patients. Keeping the safety concern of the patient, dosing principles based on the body weight and best-tolerated dose may be appropriate. But the efficacy parameters need to be ascertained. The issue we need to currently address is -- Should the dosing be best guided by the quantity of immune activation and the pattern of IR? But we lack the biomarkers to assist us and unfortunately clinical features are not completely congruent with IR.

Comparison of Other Protocols with AD Protocols {#sec1-12}
===============================================

The infectious disease model and oncology models are often used in designing the protocol in AD. This may not be suitable in AD, since AD is not caused by an extrinsic agent or a specific cell which can be successfully eliminated to contain the disease. Though earlier hypothesis believes AD to be caused by a bad clone, the current literature does not support the hypothesis. However, the combination protocols were introduced in AD, encouraged by the improved outcome in tuberculosis and malignancy by the use of combination chemotherapy and antimicrobials (infectious and oncology model). But the remission with combination therapy in AD could not be achieved. The combinations have significantly improved the clinical outcome. Unlike metabolic defects the error in AD are multiple level and dynamic; these characteristic features of AD make the metabolic models to fail. The current therapy of AD is comparable to the way the disease diabetes is managed.\[[@ref57]\] The immune activation or aberration is compared to disregulated glucose metabolism. These models justify continued use of immunosuppression like oral hypoglycemic in diabetes and keep the inflammation under a tight control. Immunosuppression is the current standard method in management of AD. It is time to review the utility and limitation of these protocols and to work toward regimen which can induce remission restoring normal homeostasis. In LN the oncology protocol of remission induction followed by maintenance is utilized. Thus in LN high dose of immune suppressive therapy is used to induce remission (reduction in disease activity) and then it is maintained with lower immune suppression. Evidence from clinical trials suggests that the protocol of induction and remission gives a better outcome. But in theory the mechanism of success of therapy is not comparable to explanation in oncology. In contrast to cancer chemotherapy where remission is achieved, in LN the treatment protocol of induction and remission gives a better clinical response, but not remission. Though the models used are not explainable by the disease process they have improved the outcome. Rationalizing the approach in building a better model for AD based on pathogenesis may improve the outcome and achieve the most ideal goal, i.e., remission.

Conclusion {#sec1-13}
==========

The current approach to AD has significantly improved the outcome and has raised a new hope for a possible remission. Immunosuppression is the mainstay of therapy currently. The current strategy of immunosuppression though helps in reducing symptoms but the overall impact on the disease is not effective, especially in inducing remission or a long-lasting cure. The commonly used role model of therapies of infectious disease, oncology, and metabolic disease are not applicable *in toto* in the management of AD. AD being an immune dysregulation, with multistep aberration and being a dynamic disease the current approach of managing AD as a chronic disease have not achieved the much-desired remission. Thus, a treatment protocol should be based on biomarkers and other immunological markers in a stepwise manner to restore a homeostatic nonaggressive immune system. This is a possible target since spontaneous remission is well documented in AD. A systematic approach to design a personalized treatment to AD should help to achieve this goal.
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